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imediatouch radio automation, a computer-based radio automation system from omt software llc.. the imediatouch radio automation system is designed specifically for the small to medium size radio station market. alignment with the radio industry's needs and standardization of a common standard protocol for the radio automation industry. if
you are looking to install a radio automation system that will make your life easier and allow you to automate your radio station’s critical operations then consider the following features in imediatouch radio automation after the first revolution, a big company swooped in and bought the company and the technology. the new company evolved

with a standard pc based operating system. tv stations wanted to migrate to pcs, and rca had just released its new general-purpose computer line “rca hd”. so, they figured the software should work with the new computers just as well as the radios and they just had to upgrade the embedded software to pc standards. so, they purchased the “our
touch” name and started selling the new technology.. radios and marketing displays were starting to get used to the "revolutionary" approach. without the time and manufacturing constraints of doing everything in a radio factory, the next generation technology made it economically possible to add things like recorders, airchecks, instant reel-to-

reel playback and pre-mixing, automatic station name and call sign, date display, automating commercials and commercial placements, instant replay capability, midi keyboard programming, and an online database for station calls, dates, airtimes, and more.
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imediatouch broadcast software radio automation the omt imediatouch broadcast software allows you to provide a complete audio system of output, automation, routing and monitoring. with it, you can offer the complete audio experience to your audience in a fraction of the cost and time of traditional radio automation systems.. imediatouch is
the leading radio automation software solution for radio. imediatouch is a software and hardware company, located in oakville, ontario. we develop automation products for many different types of applications in the radio and broadcast market place. from small to large stations using our software will no longer be limited to the number of radio
automation products they have in their station. the imediatouch radio spider is a cost effective utility that allows a station to capture programs from the web. it can also be used to record music and news programs from fm radio stations. this allows the station to automate more and more of the mundane tasks that are part of every day radio

station management. we are excited to see the future of automation in radio broadcasting. rcs is the industry leader in providing innovative, high quality software to automate and optimize the day-to-day work of radio broadcasters. we are proud to continue our legacy of supporting broadcasters and creating great products. our software is easy
to use and easy to integrate, allowing broadcasters to automate their stations without the need for additional hardware. our radiohost system delivers the power of a full-featured automation system. the radiohost software will solve your needs for seamless automation. the radiohost system can be used as a stand-alone system or it can be easily

integrated into your existing broadcasting software. 5ec8ef588b
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